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Objective: The current study explored the prevalence and comorbidity of major internalizing and externalizing psychiatric disorders in a sample of female detainees participating in drug treatment programs in the nation’s largest single-site jail, the Cook County (Chicago) Department of Corrections. Methods: A total of 253 women participated in a Needs Inventory. The study incorporated an extensive combination of measures, which captured the women’s demographic characteristics and psychological problems as well as their substance use and drug treatment histories and their criminal thinking tendencies. For the purpose of analyses, women were combined into 3 groups: women with substance use problems but no co-morbid psychiatric disorders, women with 1 co-morbid psychiatric disorder (either internalizing or externalizing), and women with both internalizing and externalizing disorders. Results: More than 3/4 of the women were co-morbid for another psychiatric (an internalizing or externalizing) disorder. Comorbid disorders were related to lower self-esteem, greater drug use severity, and higher levels of criminal thinking. For example, measures of reported histories of criminal activities and trauma exposure increased with comorbidity. The most critical variables in differentiating between female detainees with no and both internalizing and externalizing disorders were criminal thinking and exposure to trauma. Conclusions: The women in the present investigation and other female detainees in drug treatment programs require interventions that focus on both criminal and psychiatric recidivism. These interventions are most effectively delivered in a person-focused recovery framework that provides integrated modules of services.
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In the criminal justice population, the number of women has grown at a faster rate than the number of men since 2000. For example, from 2000 to 2010, the number of female arrestees increased 11%, whereas the number of male arrestees decreased 4% (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2010). During this period, the percentage of incarcerated women also rose at a substantial rate—a 31% increase from 2000 to 2011 (Minton, 2012; West, Sabol, & Greenman, 2010). Women are more likely than men to enter jails and prisons for drug-defined or -related offenses but less likely than men to be convicted of violent crimes and to commit violent crimes following reentry (Deschenes, Owen, & Crow, 2006). Hence, women released from correctional facilities have a lower risk of violent recidivism than men released from correctional facilities (Becker & McCorbel, 2011). Nonetheless, compared with male offenders, female offenders report a higher life-time incidence of mental health problems; serious mental illness (Steadman, Osher, Robbins, Case, & Samuels, 2009); and co-occurring substance use disorders (Trestman, Ford, Zhang, & Wiestbrock, 2007). Consequently, criminally involved women require a range of services to reduce their psychiatric symptoms and alter their criminal trajectories (Blanchette & Brown, 2006).

This study investigated the comorbidity of substance use disorders (SUDs) and other psychiatric disorders (OPDs) in a sample of female detainees enrolled in a jail-based drug treatment program. Comorbidity refers to disorders or classes of disorders that co-occur and often share risk factors, causes, and consequences. Co-occurring disorders are related to medical problems, suicide, unemployment, homelessness, arrests, and incarcerations (Mueser, Noordsy, Drake, & Fox, 2003). People with comorbidity are significantly more likely than people with only an SUD or an OPD to ignore medication orders; commit violent acts; endure recurring episodes of either type of disorder; and suffer from numerous adverse medical, legal, and social sequelae (Chan, Dennis, & Funk, 2008; Mueser et al., 1998; Mueser et al., 2003).

Co-occurring disorders are particularly common among correctional populations (Peters, Bartoi, & Sherman, 2008). Offenders who are comorbid for SUDs and OPDs are more likely to recidivate, engage in violent behaviors, and have infectious diseases than those with only one disorder (Hills, 2000). Female offenders with SUDs frequently experience co-occurring OPDs that contribute to high rates of relapse (Bloom, Owen, & Covington, 2003; Sacks, 2004). They are also more likely than other women (both offenders and nonoffenders alike) to live below the poverty line; be single parents; be homeless; not have a high school degree or...
General Equivalency Diploma; test positive for HIV; and have histories of victimization, trauma, OPDs, and child custody issues (e.g., Belenko, Langley, Crimmins, & Chaple, 2004; Peters & Hills, 1997).

Risk, Needs, and Responsivity

The implementation of gender-informed assessments is the first step in planning interventions for women in correctional settings. The principles of risk, need, and responsibility are critical to the proper evaluation and treatment of criminally involved women and provide the groundwork for developing case management plans for reducing the risk of recidivism (Van Voorhis, Wright, Salisbury, & Bauman, 2010). The risk principle indicates that levels of supervision (or correctional control) should match clients’ predicted level of risk. Specifically, offenders judged as exhibiting “high,” “medium,” or “low” risk should participate in case management programming that is commensurate with those risk levels.

The need principle indicates that an offender’s criminogenic needs include criminal attitudes, associates, and thinking, as well as drug use, impulsivity, and family dysfunction. Such needs are associated with violence or criminality and must be evaluated and targeted for services. Other dynamic (mutable) factors such as mental health status, employment, and education, which are not direct determinants of criminal behavior, nevertheless, should be considered to stabilize offenders in the treatment and control process and to measure progress toward prosocial adjustment. Effective correctional treatments ameliorate criminogenic needs, thereby reducing offender risk of recidivism and further criminal involvement. Interventions that fail to address criminogenic needs have little or no effect on risk or propensity for rearrest (Andrews & Bonta, 2010; Andrews & Dowden, 2005; Wong, Gordon, & Gu, 2007).

Female offenders have more serious criminogenic needs than male offenders (Lynch, Fritch, & Heath, 2012). For example, female offenders are more likely than their male counterparts to have been victims of childhood, adolescent, and adult victimization (Blackburn, Mullings, & Marquart, 2008). Histories of victimization and trauma, SUDs, OPDs, and their co-occurrences have greater criminogenic effects on justice-involved women than on justice-involved men (Greiner, Brown, & Skilling, 2012; Kerig & Becker, 2012; Salisbury & Van Voorhis, 2009). To alleviate these problems adequately, justice-involved women require gender-sensitive services that can increase their receptivity to such interventions (Van Voorhis et al., 2010). Indeed, an accumulating body of evidence regarding the most effective strategies for this population suggests that correctional policies and practices should be sensitive to the complex configuration of difficulties, traumatic experiences, and pathways into criminal behavior that are particular to female offenders (Lynch, DeHart, Belknap, & Green, 2013). The current research focuses on female jail detainees in a treatment milieu that provides gender-sensitive and -responsive services to help launch and sustain the recovery process within a group of women who suffer from manifold behavioral health care problems.

The responsivity principle indicates that treatment effectiveness is maximized when interventions are tailored to offenders’ intellectual ability, learning style, motivation to change, readiness for treatment, and cultural background. Responsivity refers to individual characteristics that must be incorporated into case management planning to ensure that treatment and monitoring schemes are precisely matched to offenders’ strengths and preparedness to benefit from services (Wong & Hare, 2005). Another issue related to responsibility is the degree to which criminogenic needs are being prioritized by treatment providers. Programs that attend to three or more criminogenic needs are more likely to improve outcomes by dealing with an offender’s criminal lifestyle (Andrews, Bonta, & Wormith, 2006). Correctional treatments that explicitly address criminogenic needs are generally more effective in changing offenders than those that ignore such needs (Andrews et al., 1990; Andrews & Bonta, 2003). These needs are the focus of the current research.

Clusters of Psychiatric Disorders

The movement toward adopting a dimensional approach to psychiatric diagnoses gained considerable momentum in the revision of the 5th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Psychiatric Disorders (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). A dimensional model of SUDs and OPDs suggests that such disorders are a “product of shared risk factors that lead to abnormalities in intersecting drives such as motivation and reward anticipation, which can be measured (hence ‘dimension’) and used to place people on one of several spectra” (Adam, 2013, p. 417). Although the dimensional model was never adopted into the current psychiatric nomenclature, the concept of dimensionality is still being debated as a viable option to the present category-based nosology, which suffers from “fuzzy boundaries and large-scale comorbidity [among diagnostic entities]” (Phillips, 2013, p. 148).

Consistent with the notion of dimensionality, clusters of externalizing and internalizing disorders have garnered considerable attention and support in the psychiatric literature as useful frameworks for describing and explaining co-occurring SUDs and OPDs (Eaton et al., 2012; Kessler et al., 2011; Krueger, 1999). Disorders within each cluster are more likely to share common etiologies, specifiers, treatment indications, and prognoses with one another than they do with disorders in other clusters—a finding that has been consistently supported by factor analytic studies (Krueger, 1999; Krueger, Caspi, Moffitt, & Silva, 1998; Krueger, McGue, & Iacono, 2001). A focus on clusters presumes that psychiatric comorbidity emanates from common, underlying psycho-pathogenic processes, which argue for “focusing research on these core processes themselves, rather than on their varied manifestations as separate disorders” (Krueger, 1999, p. 922).

In general and clinical populations, studies have shown that psychiatric diagnoses can be arrayed into three primary clusters or spectra: SUDs; internalizing disorders (e.g., major depressive disorders, generalized anxiety disorders, and traumatic stress disorders); and externalizing disorders (e.g., attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder [ADHD], borderline personality disorder, conduct disorder, antisocial personality disorder, and impulse control disorder) (e.g., Vollebergh, Iedema, Bijl, de Graaf, Smit, & Ormel, 2001). Clusters of co-occurring SUDs and OPDs in the area of forensic risk assessment can be used as variables in tools for predicting recidivism, as well as for informing treatment or intervention plans. Such tools can consist of static (unchangeable) predictors, such as criminal history and early behavioral problems (Wong, Gordon, & Gu, 2007; Taxman, Cropsey, Young & Wexler,
Setting and Participants

The Department of Women’s Justice Services (DWJS) in Division 17 of the jail was the site for this investigation. Opened in 1999, the department offers female detainees a variety of gender-responsive services that address their behavioral health care needs (Scott & Dennis, 2010). The 271 female detainees, who were receiving these services during the 10 consecutive days of the study, were invited to be interviewed using a client-centered, anonymous Needs Inventory. The inventory was completed by 253 (93%) of the women, with only three (1%) refusing to participate. Another 15 women were unable to be interviewed for various reasons unrelated to the study. More than two thirds of the participants (71%) described themselves as African American and the vast majority (87%) of the women were between 21 and 49 years old.

Procedure

Researchers attempted to interview 100% of the female detainees listed on the DWJS’s daily roster during the 10-day period of the study. After obtaining informed consent from prospective participants, research staff at Chestnut Health Services interviewed the women in person in a semiprivate setting inside the jail. Participation was voluntary, and detention officers escorted participants to the interview locations. Interviews lasted approximately 3 hr and were recorded in writing.

Interviewers explained to participants the purpose, procedures, and contents of the Needs Inventory. They also told female detainees that their participation was voluntary and that their responses were confidential and would have no bearing on their status in the DWJS or the jail. The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the National Institutes of Health’s Office for Human Research Protection. To further protect participants, the study received a certificate of confidentiality from the National Institute on Drug Abuse. Finally, the study was conducted in accordance with the standards of Chestnut Health System’s Human Subject Institutional Review Board, which approved and monitored the data collection protocol.

Measures

Measures of substance use frequency and severity; criminal involvement; and internalizing disorders such as anxiety, trauma, depression, and suicidal ideation were extracted from the Global Appraisal of Individual Needs (GAIN; Dennis, Titus, White, Unsicker, & Hodgkins, 2003; Scott, Dennis, & Foss, 2005). Measures of trauma were based on combined items from the Lifetime Stressor Checklist—Revised (e.g., McHugo et al., 2005) and the National Women’s Survey (Kilpatrick et al., 1997), which included indicators of experiencing, witnessing, or hearing about traumatic events. In addition, the Needs Inventory incorporated a measure of self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1989) and a measure of criminal thinking drawn from the Psychological Inventory of Criminal Thinking Styles (Walters, 2001, 2007).

Also included were measures of externalizing disorders, such as borderline personality disorder, conduct disorder, antisocial personality disorder, and impulse control problems, which were based on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM–IV Axis I Disorders, Clinician Version (SCID-CV) and the SCID-II (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1996; First, Spitzer, Gibbon, Williams, & Benjamin, 1994). The measure of impulse control problems was based on a composite of diagnostic criteria found among Cluster B personality disorders in DSM–IV–TR (American Psychiatric Asso-
psychiatric severity than counting the number of individual diagnoses, was found to be a better measure of the breadth of conditions, was found to be a better measure of psychiatric severity than counting the number of individual diagnoses. The number of classes of disorders (0, 1, or 2) reflected the aggregate presence of symptoms. In previous criteria for a diagnosis. The number of classes of disorders (0, 1, or 2) reflected the aggregate presence of symptoms. In previous studies, counting the number of OPD classes, which emphasizes the internalizing and externalizing groupings were not directly compared because of the low number of participants in the externalizing diagnostic cluster.

Results

Substance Use Frequency, Disorders, and Treatment

Approximately one-quarter of the participants (24%) stated that they had used alcohol or other substances before the age of 15. In addition, more than 70% of the participants had been diagnosed with a substance abuse (14%) or dependence (58%) disorder. However, all the women in the sample were misusing substances and were clearly at risk for abuse albeit subclinical at the time of the assessment (subthreshold symptoms). The most common substance dependence disorders were heroin or opioid dependency (38%), cocaine dependency (37%), alcohol dependency (14%), and cannabis dependency (8%). The vast majority of participants (92%) reported one (36%) or two or more (56%) previous drug treatment episodes.

Other Psychiatric Disorders

More than one third (34%, n = 87) of the participants had one internalizing (n = 74) or externalizing disorder (n = 13), 42% (n = 105) had both an internalizing and an externalizing disorder, and 24% (n = 61) had only an SUD. Therefore, 76% of the participants had a co-occurring OPD: internalizing symptoms, externalizing symptoms, or both. Within the internalizing group (13%, n = 32), 45% reported symptoms of depression, 19% symptoms of anxiety, and 9% suicidal ideation. In addition, 35% reported trauma-related symptoms. Less than one-quarter of the women (22%, n = 55) reported symptoms of any externalizing disorder. Within the externalizing group, 60% reported symptoms of impulse control problems, 50% reported symptoms of borderline personality disorder, 24% reported symptoms of antisocial personality disorder, and 21% reported symptoms of ADHD. Nearly one third (30%) of the female detainees stated that they had received previous treatment for their mental health problems, whereas 8% stated that they had received previous psychiatric care in a hospital or emergency room.

Trauma and Violence Exposure

A total of 75% or more of the female detainees reported having traumatic experiences in the previous year or at some point during their lifetimes. For example, more than 50% of these women reported that they had been emotionally abused (52%) and even more indicated that they had previously been in jail or prison (70%), which can have significant traumatizing effects (e.g., Haney, 2006; Rubinowitz, 2011). Nearly 90% of the participants indicated that someone close to them had died. More than 40% reported having been physically abused or attacked and 26% reported having been raped or forced to have sex by someone they felt close to or knew.

Self-Esteem

To assess self-esteem, the women were asked a series of questions to measure how they felt about themselves. Approximately 70% of the women scored in the “normal” range of the scale (total scores between 15 and 25), whereas 17% scored in the low self-esteem range. More than 90% of the participants felt that they had a number of favorable qualities and were able to “do things as well as most other people.” More than 80% of the women believed that they were a “person of worth” and felt positively about themselves, whereas nearly 60% of the women stated that they “respected” themselves. Approximately 70% reported that they were “satisfied” with themselves. More than 35% of the women felt that they “had much to be proud of,” and 31% felt that they were “useless at times.” A total of 15% felt that they were “all-in-all failures.”

Criminal Involvement

Of the female detainees, 21% reported that they had been arrested before the age of 15, and nearly one third (32%) reported that they had been arrested between the ages of 18 and 25. In addition, 67% of the women reported arguing or fighting with someone during the previ-
ous year and 74% reported involvement in an illegal activity during the same timeframe. Specifically, 42% of the women indicated that they had committed property crimes, and 17% indicated that they had committed violent crimes.

More than one half (54%) of the women stated that they had committed crimes related to substances, including selling drugs (28%), driving under the influence (24%), and trading sex for drugs or money (9%). Only 4% of the women reported that they had been gang members, and only 6% reported that they had gambled illegally. Nearly all the participants (96%) stated that they had previously been incarcerated, with 44% reporting that they had been incarcerated between three and nine times, and 9% reporting that they had been incarcerated 10 or more times.

**Criminal Thinking**

Criminal thinking tendencies related to the initiation and maintenance of a criminal identity and lifestyle were measured. The vast majority of the women (85%) scored in the high (10%) or moderate (75%) range on the Denial of Harm Scale, suggesting a tendency to rationalize or minimize the harm inflicted on others through criminal behavior. Three-quarters of the women scored in the high (7%) or moderate (68%) range on the Problem Avoidance Scale, reflecting a tendency to escape problems by using drugs or engaging in criminal behavior. Nearly one half of the women scored in the high (12%) or moderate (37%) range on the Power Orientation Scale, indicating a predilection to crave power or to seek control over others.

**Differences Among Women in Diagnostic Clusters**

As shown in Table 1, the three comorbidity groups (none, one cluster, or both clusters) differed on all the study’s measures except for substance use frequency. Differences were most pronounced on criminal thinking variables, such as reactive criminal thinking (engaging in spontaneous or impulsive criminal activities), current criminal thinking (embracing beliefs that support a criminal lifestyle), discontinuity (being easily distracted), problem avoidance (escaping...
from problems through crime and drug use), and cutoff (discounting future consequences of criminal behavior). In nearly all the comparisons, mean scores on the criminal thinking measures increased with comorbidity. Measures of reported histories of criminal activities and trauma exposure also increased with comorbidity. The only scale scores to decrease with increases in comorbidity were measures of self-esteem and defensiveness. Effect sizes were large in comparisons between the “none” and the “both” groups and moderate in comparisons between the “none” and “one” groups and the “one” and “both” groups.

Using the minimization of Wilk’s Lambda as the statistical criterion for variable selection, a stepwise discriminate function analysis was conducted to determine which of the significant variables from the univariate ANOVAs would differentiate among the three comorbidity groups. The results are presented in Table 2. For Function 1 and Function 2, respectively, the group centroids were: no co-occurring disorders (−1.06, 0.01); one cluster of disorders (−0.08, −0.02); and both clusters of disorders (0.66, 0.01).

The first discriminant function was statistically significant $\Lambda = .69 (\chi^2 = 92.39, p < .001)$. Univariate analyses showed that the comorbidity groups differed significantly on reactive criminal thinking, $F(2, 246) = 35.84, p < .001$ and trauma exposure, $F(4, 290) = 25.36, p < .001$. Function 1 separated the “none” group from the “one” and “both” groups. Function 2 failed to separate the “one” group from the “both” group. Overall, the functions based on these criminological, substance use, and other problem areas correctly classified 54% of the female detainees into the three psychiatric comorbidity groups. Specifically, 63% of the women in the “none” group were correctly classified, 33% of the women in the “one” group were correctly classified, and 67% of the women in the “both” group were correctly classified.

### Discussion

#### Histories of Criminal Involvement, Substance Use, and Treatment

Female detainees had extensive histories of offenses and criminal justice involvement. The overwhelming majority had been previously incarcerated, with more than one half reporting three or more prior stints in jail or prison. Many began using substances early in their lives, which compounds the risk for addiction (e.g., Warner & White, 2003). A large percentage met the criteria for an SUD. In addition, more than nine out of 10 had participated in drug treatment, some in repeated episodes of care, underscoring the recalcitrant nature of addiction (National Institute on Drug Abuse, 2010). However, a substantially lower percentage of the women reported having participated in mental health treatment.

#### Comorbidity

More than three-quarters of the women were comorbid for an SUD and an internalizing or externalizing disorder. The former consisted of symptoms of anxiety, depressive, or trauma-related disorders and were more common than the latter, which consisted of symptoms of impulse control, attention deficits, and characterological disorders. These results—as well as those of numerous other studies—indicate that the rates of serious mental illness reported in samples of the jail population are higher than those reported in samples of the general population (James & Glaze, 2006; Teplin, 1990). The present study also suggests that comorbidity might be better viewed in terms of dimensionality and degrees of severity based on the number of co-occurring conditions rather than as simplistic, categorical, or dichotomous clinical formulations (e.g., Bentall, 2006). As our findings indicate, more comorbid disorders are related to lower self-esteem, greater drug use severity, and higher levels of criminal thinking, suggesting that the extent of these poor outcomes increased with the extent of co-occurrence among SUDs, internalizing disorders, and externalizing disorders.

Within the general and correctional populations, co-occurring disorders are the expectation not the exception (Kessler et al., 2011). Within jail populations, multiple morbidities are common and include a variety of SUDs and OPDs (both clinical syndromes and personality disorders), as well as a variety of medical conditions and a range of criminal tendencies (Swartz & Lurigio, 1999). As noted in the introduction, reflections on the development of *DSM-5* underscored the nebulousness and dubious validity of diagnostic entities, which have been characterized as descriptive rather than clear-cut diagnostic categories (Frances, 2013). Indeed, the initial plan for *DSM-5* was to institute a paradigm shift from categorical to dimensional models of mental disorders, particularly with respect to personality disorders (Greenberg, 2013). The results of this investigation hint at the usefulness of such an approach. Thus, as the current results suggest, providers in drug treatment programs can begin to arrive at useful diagnostic impressions by situating clients into one or both clusters for interventions and services.

#### Gender Responsivity

Gender-sensitive approaches are crucial to the success of treating female detainees with SUDs, OPDs, or their co-occurrence. Integrated treatment programs for women must address their histories of physical, emotional, and sexual abuse as well as parenting and family reunification issues (Sacks, 2004). The women in this study had experienced considerable trauma in their lifetimes and in the months before they entered the jail, including episodes of lost pregnancies, previous incarcerations, emotional abuse, and interpersonal and sexual violence perpetrated by intimates and strangers. Furthermore, the number of such episodes was one of only two
The benefits of jail-based treatments diminish unless they are accompanied by postrelease services. Re-entry services are an integral component of treating female detainees with co-occurring disorders, helping sustain their progress after release. Thus, the continuation of treatment for female detainees during the postrelease period is critical for maintaining detainees’ health and sobriety (e.g., Peters & Matthews, 2002). For example, a study of former recipients of DWJS services who then participated in a specialized probation program for women in recovery found that they were less likely to relapse and more likely to complete probation successfully, compared with former recipients who were sentenced to standard probation services only (Lurigio, Stalans, Roque, Seng, & Ritchie, 2007).

**Criminal Thinking**

Univariate analyses showed that the women scored in the moderate to high range on most of the criminal thinking scales, which could place them at higher risk for continued criminal activities. A history of antisocial behaviors, antisocial personality patterns, antisocial cognitions, and antisocial associates constitute the “big four” predictors of recidivism. The current study included mostly the cognitive elements of this composite of factors. Many of the female detainees endorsed these criminogenic beliefs and tendencies, such as impulsiveness, narcissism, callous disregard for others, and rationalizations of criminal behaviors and a discounting of their consequences (Andrews et al., 2006). The combination of these attitudes, values, and beliefs was the most powerful differentiating factor among the women in the three comorbidity groups.

The failure to address thought patterns, using cognitive–behavioral and other kinds of interventions—even in highly effective psychiatric or drug treatment programs—will invariably do little to reduce recidivism (Fisher, Silver, & Wolff, 2006). Therefore, behavioral health care practitioners in jails should consider incorporating into addiction and mental health services techniques to reduce criminogenic thinking, beliefs, and attitudes, which are among the most consistent and significant predictors of recidivism (Maruna & Copes, 2005; Walters, 2012). The amelioration of criminal thinking patterns will undoubtedly strengthen attainments in substance abuse and psychiatric treatments (cf., Yochelson & Samenow, 1976/2004). Whether successful treatment of SUDs and OPDs can affect criminogenic attitudes and thinking patterns in the same manner in which they can affect criminogenic needs is mostly unknown and certainly a useful topic for future study. An analysis of women’s associations with others is the fourth major factor in criminal risk assessments (Batchelor, 2011). Antisocial networks keep women entrenched in substance use and criminal behavior patterns that undermine their attempts to stay sober and avoid continued criminal opportunities. Hence, future studies should include a measure of women’s social networks.

The current investigation suggests that comorbidity should be assessed in terms of the unique combinations and severity of symptoms and not simply as a categorical or dichotomous clinical condition (i.e., comorbid or not). The participants in this research displayed combinations of symptoms of clinical syndromes and personality disorders, which can complicate patterns of distress and dysfunction (Rush, Dennis, Scott, Castel, & Funk, 2008). The degree to which addiction is the cause or consequence (or both) of these symptom clusters is another topic for future research. Histories of trauma further confound clinical presentations, treatment protocols, and case management strategies (Peters, Strozier, Murrin, & Kearns, 1997). Therefore, women in the present investigation and other similar clients require interventions that focus on both criminal and psychiatric recidivism in a person-focused recovery framework that provides integrated modules of services (Epperson, Wolff, Morgan, Fisher, Frueh, & Huening, 2011). The best approaches for justice-involved women combine comprehensive case management approaches with individualized treatment interventions (Millson, Robinson, & Van Dieten, 2010).

The current study’s findings are limited. For example, diagnoses were based on self-reported symptoms that were not confirmed by independent clinical evaluations. Furthermore, women with the most severe psychiatric disorders (e.g., schizophrenia and bipolar disorder) were not included in the Needs Inventory because they were screened out at intake for psychiatric services in the jail’s medical facility, which provides acute and long-term care for people with serious mental illnesses. In addition, those with serious mental illnesses were ineligible for participation in DWJS’s drug treatment programs. Therefore, detainees with symptoms of the most debilitating mental illnesses were not captured in this investigation.

Finally, the high rate of comorbidity found in the Need Inventory census might be explained by Berkson’s (1946) bias, which indicates that the co-occurrence of diseases is more common in treatment settings than in nontreatment settings. In order words, being diagnosed with one mental disorder increases the probability of being diagnosed with another. Most of the women in the study were identified with substance use disorders and therefore the likelihood of their being diagnosed with another psychiatric disorder was elevated due to the nature of co-occurring disorders as well as the current manner of assessing psychiatric disorders, which by its comprehensive nature is more likely to uncover comorbidity (Maj, 2005).
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